J16	IDEAS   AND   BELIEFS
mentioned under Dialectical Maternlism (g •» )
Tod ir this method is increasingly used in adult
education where a lecture is followed by a
period of discussion in which both lecturer and
audience participate for psychologists have
shown that people accept ideas more reidily
when conviction arises through their own artni
ments than when they are passively thrust down
their throats
Socrates pupfl Plato produced hi his book
The Republic one of the first comprehensive
systems or education ind vocational selection
Believing that men are of different and unequal
abilities he considered that they should be put
into social clashes corresponding to the-,e
differences and suggested the following method
(1) For the first 18 years of a boy s life he should
be taught gymnastics and sports playing and
singing mus c reading and writing a 1 nowledg"
of literature ind if he passed this course sent on
to the nest stage those who foiled were to be
come tradesmen and merchants (2) From 18-20
tho^e successful in the first course were to be
gi\en two yearb of cadet training the ones
thought incapable of further education being
placed in the military class as soldiers (3) The
remainder who were to become the leaders of
society proceeded with advanced studies in
philosophy mathematics science ind ait
Such education was to be a state concern state
supported and controlled selecting men and
training them for service In the state according
to their abilitie~
PHto s pupil Aristotle even suggested that the
state should determine shortly after birth which
children should be allowed to live and destroy
the physically or me itally handicapped taa
marriage should be state controlled to ensure
desirable offspring However in their tune
the leisured and individualistic Sophists held
the field and few accepted the educational views
of Plato or his pupil
Home The Komang were not philosopher^
and most of their culture came from Greece
Administration was their chief aptitude and
Quintihan (adc 35-c 9o) based his higher
education on the earlier classical tuition in
public speaking but he is Important for em
phasising the training of character and for his
humanistic approach to the method of teaching
that caused his Infttiuho oratona to be in
fluential for centuries later—indeed one might
almost say up to the time of the great Dr
Arnold of Rugby Education he believed
should begin earl} but one must take care that
the child not old enough to love his studies does
not come to hate them by premature forcing
studies must be made pleasant and interesting
and students encouraged by praise rather than
discouraged when they sometimes fail play is
to be approved of as a sign of a lively dis
position and because gloomy depressed children
are not likely to be good students corporal
punishment should never be used because it
is an insult as you will realise if you imagine it
yourself The world became interested not in
w hat he taught but how he taught it he was the
pioneer of humanistic education and character
trumng from Vittorlno da Feltre (1378-1446) of
Mantua through Milton and Pope who com
mended his works, to the modern educationists
who have studied their pupils as well as their
books
The Middle Ages The Religious V^ew With
the development of Christianity education once
more became a religious problem The earliest
converts had to be taught Christian doctrine
and were given instruction in cateehumenal
schools before admission to the group but as the
religion came increasingly into contact with
other religions or heresies a more serious training
was necessary and from these newer cateohe
ttcal schools where the method used was the
catechism (r e Question and answer as known
to all Presbyterian children today) the Apolo
gists arose among whom were Clement of Alex
andria and the great Qrigen Krom this time
education became an instrument of the church
arid m 529 the Emperor Justinian ordered all
pagan schools to be closed
As typical of the best in mediaeval education
whilst the lamp of civilisation burned low
danng the Dark Ages after the fall of Boman
power and survived only in the monasteries we
may mention St Benedict (c 480-c o47) of
Monte Cawano There m southern Ital> a rule
was established which became a port of monastic
hfe in general Monastic schools were originally
intended for the tr lining of would be monks but
later others were admitted who simply wanted
some education thus two types of school de
veloped one for the inierni and the other for
ej.t#rni or external pupils Originally studies
were merely reading in order to study the Bible
writing to copy the sacred books and sufficient
calculation to be able to worl out the advent of
holy days or festivals But by the end of the
6th cent the seven hberal arts (grammar
rhetoric dialectic arithmetic geometry music
and astronomy) were added
Tlie Renaissance The close of the Middle
Ages saw the development of two types of
°ecular school. One came with the rise of the
new merchant clas<? <ind the skilled trader whose
guilds or early trade unions established
schools to tram young men for their trades but
ultimately gave rise to burgher or town schools
the other wag the court school founded and sup
ported by the wealthy rulers of the Italian
cities—Vittonno da Feltre (mentioned above)
presided over the most famous it Mantua
These Renaissance developments are paral
leled m northern Europe by the Protestant re
formers who having with Martin Luther held
that everyone should know how to read his Bible
in order to interpret it m his own way were
logically committed to popular education com
pulsory and universal In theory this was in
tended for biblical study but writing arith
metic and other elementary subjects were
taught and Luther said that even if heaven aLd
hell did not exist education was important
Universal education is a Protestant conception
Vieus of Philosophers From this period on
w ards people were tree to put forward any ide is
about education foolish or otherwise and to
create their own types of school Of English
philosophers who theorised about but did not
pract.be education we may mention the
rationalist Francis Bacon (1561-1620) who saw
learruns, as the dissipation of all prejudices and
the collection of concrete facts the materialist
and totalitarian Hobbes (1688-1679) who as a
royalist believed that the right to determine
the kind of education fit for his sub] ects is one of
the absolute rights of the sovereign power or
ruler the gentlemanly Locke (1632-1704)
whose ideal was a sound mind in a sound body
to be attained by hard physical exe-cise wide
experience of the world and enough knowledge
to meet the requirements of the pupil s environ
ment The end result would be one able to get
on with his fellows pious but wise in the ways of
the world independent and able to look after
himself informed but reticent about his
knowledge Classics and religious study were
not to be carried to excess since Locke held that
these subjects had been overrated m the past
Locke s pupil was the well to do civilised young
man of the 17th cent who knew how to behave
in society
Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-78) a fore
runner of the Romantic movement (<z v) which
despised society and its institutions put emo
tion at a higher level than reason His book
JEmile describes the education of a boy which is
natural and spontaneous Society he holds
warps the growing mind and therefore the child
should be protected from its influences until his
development in accordance with his own nature
is so complete that he cannot be harmed by it
During the first 4 years the body should be
developed by physical training from 5 to 12
the child would h ve m a state of nature such that
he could develop his powers of observation and
his senses from 18 books would be used and
intellectual training introduced although only
in line with the child s own interests, and he
would be given instruction only as he came to
aak for it Moral training and contact with his
fellows to learn the principles of sympathy
kindness and helpfulness to mankind would be
given between 15 and 20 Girls, however
should be educated to serve men in a spirit of
modesty and restraint B3s own five children
he deposited in a foundling hospital

